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Background
Jenna Jones, InterVision veteran of
18 years, knows the company's pain
points surrounding customer renewal
opportunities. By Fall of 2018, Jones
and her account managers decided
they would no longer struggle with
ITAM.
In the past, InterVision's asset
management was manually
processed. Fulfilling customer
requests for contract data were far
from immediate. Vital information
wasn't always at their fingertips. The
approach to contract renewals was
reactive. Until: InterVision
discovered ServTrax, an ITAM/IMAC
platform.
Through ServTrax, InterVision found
relief. Now, the account managers
solve customers' need for instant
answers with data-on-demand. The
renewals team leverages warranty,
service level, and contract
information to streamline proposals.
InterVision employs ServTrax to
create "sticky" relationships.
Jones said, "what I mean by 'sticky'
is that we want to remain relevant."
With today's increasing requests for
ITAM/IMAC solutions, ServTrax is
tomorrow's differentiator.

"WE WANT
TO REMAIN
RELEVANT."

Creating Positive
Change
In a recent renewal bidding war,
InterVision faced an entrenched,
cost-competitive incumbent.
Despite a lower cost and deeper
relationship, the customer saw the
value in ServTrax. Notifications for
expiring contracts and reporting
on assets contrasted with the
competitor's capabilities. The
customer awarded InterVision the
renewal based on the value-add
of the ServTrax platform!

"OVER 90% OF
CUSTOMERS THAT
HAVE SEEN A DEMO
REACT POSITIVELY AND
LEVERAGE THE TOOL."
- JONES

While Jones and her department
use it for renewals, InterVision’s
sales team and their customers
track budgeting, forecasting, and
planning for pending renewals.
Jones explains: "[the sales
organization] has a lot they must
keep in the back of their minds,
and ServTrax helps them with that.
It was a big deal to our account
managers, as you can imagine, in
the day of selling." The platform
supplies asset insight that
compliments the support and
renewal process. ServTrax
generates informed conversations,
resulting in fewer opportunities
lost, and more sales made.

"TRAX KEEPS OUR CUSTOMERS HAPPY AND OUR LARGE
ENTERPRISE ACCOUNTS ENGAGED ACROSS THE ENTIRE
ASSET LIFECYCLE." - JONES

InterVision has grown their
business by 5% despite COVID. A
huge win in 2020 was landing a
$500,000 renewal, bringing in
roughly $75,000 in gross profit.
When an InterVision customer
hired a new VP of Technology,
Jones saw an opportunity. She
demonstrated the platform's asset
and contract tracking capabilities.
Following the call, InterVision did
an extra $1.25 million in revenue
(about $100,000 gross profit) with
that customer. The deployment of
ServTrax directly resulted in the
VP engaging InterVision in a higher
volume of opportunities.
These are just a few of the success
stories InterVision has seen
throughout the years as a ServTrax
partner.

InterVision uses ServTrax to build a
bridge for communicating vital
information to prospects and
clients alike. They are supported
with quick turnaround times and a
wealth of industry knowledge
furnished by ServTrax team
members.
Jones values "how on top of it"
ServTrax is. Specifically, "to be
able to have quick answers has
been great!"
Thank you, Jenna, for your
continued partnership- we love
working with you!

For more information about the
ServTrax platform, contact
sales@servtrax.com.

